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Agriculture Update
Chris Kuhler, Division Head
kchris99@vt.edu

Summary: Agriculture commodity markets presented vastly different price movements through
November. Some commodities: corn, soybeans, coffee, welcomed strong price appreciation through the
month. On the other side of the coin, many commodities observed strong depreciation or prices back and
forth across the board: wheat, sugar, and livestock. The political atmosphere, led by the election results
pushing Joe Biden to the front, fueled select markets on hopes of downstream demand increases. It is
generally expected that environmental biofuel regulations and similar regulatory reform could be
beneficial to many in the industry. The graph below (Ex. 1) provides a perspective of the much needed
support for farmers when price movement was relatively stable and depressed. Most commodities
rebounded to positive price movement over the time since government support payments were issued, but
this could be a requested support system if the political landscape were to change through the month of
January in 2021. Developments of a successful COVID-19 vaccine may signal a slow to the fundamentals
that took over agricultural commodity markets early in 2020. Coming close to the end of 2020, markets
may bring a more “usual” seasonality pattern back to 2021. In the meantime, disease and sickness
continues to spread around the world. Hog producers through China, Germany, Romania, and elsewhere
have seen minimal developments in the control of African Swine Fever. With a wrap on harvest season,
most agricultural markets will settle out through the end of the year and look towards the spring season
with a lookout on politics and international markets in the meantime.
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Coffee (JO) Update
Armine Poghosyan, Analyst
armine@vt.edu

Price Action: Prices in November increased due to the drought in Brazil and damage from hurricanes.
News: ICO October Coffee Market Report (02/12/2020)
Summary: The world coffee production fell by 1.6%, which was a consequence of 5.1% decrease in the
production of Arabica and 3.2% increase in production of Robusta. The Robusta production increase
came mainly from Vietnam, Indonesia, and Uganda. Brazil's Arabica coffee production declined by 38.7
million bags accounting for 9.9%. This was mostly affected by the prolonged drought in Brazil and the
damages caused by the hurricanes Iota and Eta. Even though the production of Robusta coffee increased
largely, this growth was not able to completely offset the losses coming from Arabica coffee. Coffee
consumption is expected to fall by 0.9%. As a result of the changes in demand and supply, the surplus in
the coffee market will remain till the end of the year.
Outlook: The price of coffee is expected to decrease due to bearish fundamentals. The global surplus,
weak demand, and bearish outlook for the global economy will limit the recovery of the prices.
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Corn (CORN) Update
Kevin Salmon, Analyst
ksalmon@vt.edu

Price Action: For the month of November, the CORN ETF closed above $14 for the first time since last
March and continued its rise throughout the month getting as high as $14.39. The ETF ended November
at $14.15.
News: U.S. Crop Prices Are Rising, and China Is Buying (Nov 16); Corn and Soybean Harvest is
Virtually Complete (Nov 16); China’s 2020 Grain Buying Spree: Corn Purchases up 72% (Nov 20);
Rainfall Deficit in Brazil Continues to be a Major Concern (Nov 29)
Summary: As the corn harvest came to an end and a new President was elected, the CORN ETF
experienced strong gains throughout the month of November. Weather conditions maintained favorable
and aided to an ahead of schedule harvest. The final count on damage from the derecho in Iowa was
accounted for in the updated November WASDE and showed both overall yields and total production
slightly lower than the previous report. With stocks lower but foreign demand, led by China, increasing,
prices are poised to increase (WSJ).
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Dry weather in South America from the La Nina continues to be an issue and has only added to traders’
optimism for higher prices. The greatest impact in the region has been and will continue to be felt in some
regions of Brazil where losses in yields could top 50% (SF). Current forecasts show projected rainfall in
Argentina in December and Southern Brazil but most other regions will remain dry.
U.S. ethanol production picked up in November showing signs of recovery from the massive fall last
March and April. Demand however has stagnated which has led to a massive boost in inventories. Going
forward, any announcements from the Biden administration on biofuel policies and blending rate
mandates will hold great implications on demand outlook.
Sales to China are at all-time highs year to date as a result of a recovering hog herd and the control they
have on COVID. The greater imports are more inline with the Phase 1 trade agreement and should lead to
the Chinese government upping their import quota in the near future. Additionally, drought in Romania
and Ukraine (one of the largest suppliers of corn to China) have severely cut crop estimates for Europe
which will only help guide prices higher.
Outlook: Now that harvest in the U.S. is complete, production abroad and weather will be important
drivers of price. Chinese imports and South American production will be crucial for the next few months.
Additionally, policy changes related to biofuel waivers and ethanol blending rates mandates could create
additional demand after Biden takes office. I expect prices to continue their slow rise and am bullish for at
least the next three months.
Supporting Material:

Ending stocks are expected to be lower than previous forecasts and with increased demand, could
continue to support bullish sentiments.
(Chart from University of Illinois, FarmDoc)
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Livestock (COW) Update
Yangchuan Wang, Analyst
yangchuanwang@vt.edu

Price Action: Cattle prices were bullish in the first tens days and last ten days in November and were
bearish in the middle of November. The lean hog prices are bearish this November.
News: Pigs are not likely to be significant carriers of SARS-CoV-2 (Nov 18) Beef demand decent, with
bumps (Nov 18)
Summary: Kansas State University examined SARS-CoV-2 transmission in domestic animals. Results
show that cats can be asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 while pigs are unlikely to be its carriers. On
the other hand, more European and Asian countries such as France and Vietnam still suffered from ASF
(African Swine Fever) in November. A good news is that one year after the first case in its territory,
Belgium becomes only the second EU Member State (MS) to eradicate the disease and regain export
eligibility, after Czech Republic.
SIAL China 2020, one of Asia's largest food trade shows, indicated that U.S. pork and beef maintained
great demand in China. USMEF booths received a stream of Chinese buyers interested in U.S. beef and
pork. Beef demand has stayed strong since March when pandemic started. However, the beef demand has
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variations this year. Beef demand is still challenged with restricted food service. On the other hand, China
is now moving forward on ractopamine assessment, which prevents some U.S. pork and beef products
sold there. Some U.S. pork companies hence announced that they phased out the use of additives. China
committed to conducting assessment on ractopamine in pork use.
Outlook: In 2021, a major competitor for the U.S. pork industry will be China. This is mostly caused by
the recovery in China’s hog production. But the estimates vary on how soon China can return to pork
self-sufficiency before the days when China suffered from ASF in 2018. WASDE reports in November
projected that beef and pork production will rise in 2020. Both rises are due to higher expected slaughter.
Beef production in 2021 will be unchanged. But pork production is expected to reduce because of higher
feed costs. Cattle prices forecast in 2020 and 2021 are unchanged from October. Hog prices, on the other
hand, will be reduced in the last quarter of 2020 due to the recent price weakness.
Supporting Material :
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Soybeans (SOYB) Update
Jayson Gill, Analyst
jayson00@vt.edu

Price Action: In November, the SOYB ETF saw prices steadily increase in the first 24 days of the month
and then saw prices decline in the last few days of the month.
News: Good harvest weather allows soybean harvest to speed along, China demand remains strong, and
Brazil out of soybeans.
Summary: November was a busy month for soybeans. In the first part of november the market was
experiencing increasing prices due to strong demand from China. China has been recovering from the
African Swine Fever outbreak they had at the end of 2019 into 2020. They are almost back to the number
of hog herds that they had prior to the disease outbreak. With the number of Chinese hogs building, their
demand has been through the roof. Meanwhile, there reports from South America that Brazilian soybean
stocks were running low, if not completely depleted. These two factors combined sent SOYB to a 52
week high of $18.12. At the end of the month, concerns of a second Coronavirus outbreak became reality.
The U.S. started to see increasing case numbers and an increased death rate from COVID-19, especially
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after the thanksgiving holiday. With increased fear of a “second wave” of the virus as well as stalled
stimulus talks negatively pressured prices.
Outlook: The outlook for soybeans is slightly bullish in the short term and slightly bearish long term. In
the short term, soybean prices will mainly trade off of new news with the coronavirus, Brazil’s crop, and
China’s demand. The United States is expected to approve and distribute a vaccine for COVID-19 in
December. This should have a positive effect on most of the U.S. markets. Brazil was on pace to have a
record soybean crop this year but bad weather during planting has put this is jeopardy. Some reports rank
their crop’s current condition around 75% good. This is their worst soybean crop condition report this far
into the season in 5 years. It will be important to keep an eye on these factors that could produce price
movements until the U.S. prospective plantings report.
Supporting Material:

Source: USDA FA

Source: USDA FAS
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Sugar (SGG) Update
Dylan Doherty, Senior Analyst
dylanjd@vt.edu

Price Action: November was a strong start for the Sugar ETN (SGG), opening the month around $43.75.
The final days of October brough the price of sugar down, however early November brought SGG back
around $45, which was closer to October's highest price of $45.09. The ETN gained further traction in
Mid-November where prices increased to ~$45.50, peaking at $46.64 on November 18th. SGG’s peak in
Mid-November brought about a bearish reversal where prices retreated down to ~$43.50 to close out the
month.
News: Tension between China and Australia over commodities trade (Nov.3), India revives plans to offer
incentives for 6 million tonnes sugar exports (Nov.10), Raw sugar recovers but remains in range, awaiting
India news (Nov.12), France Slashes Sugar Beet Crop Forecast on Disease, Drought (Nov.16), Sugar mills
sign export deals without government sweetener (Nov.24), Center-South Brazil sugar production at 37.66
million mt, a spike of 44.46% on year: UNICA (Nov. 25), Arabica coffee weakens, cocoa and sugar also
down (Nov.30)
Summary: November proved to be a month of valuable insight on the pricing of sugar for the year and
where it's heading in the coming months. During the early part of November China announced that it
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would be looking to stop imports of sugar, red wine, lobster, barley, coal and copper ore from Australia.
China chose to take this action due to their customs finding biohazards in Australian timber. Also, during
this time frame it was noted that Brazil's Center-South region hit production of around 34.7 million tonnes
through mid-October, this was 10.9 million tonnes ahead of last season. While on the other end, Thailand
was expected to have production below 8 million tonnes, due to unfavorable weather throughout its
season. India, the world’s largest consumer of Sugar also announced that they were targeting exports of 6
million tonnes this season, no subsidy has been finalized yet. Moving into the middle of November the
SGG ETN broke out of its trading range between $43 and $45 that had been recognized since the
beginning of the month. On the 16th the ETN jumped to ~$46, hitting our highest price point since
February 2020. Some reasoning behind this price increase was seen after Frances Farm ministry cut their
production further. The sugar beet crop is projected at 27.2 million tonnes, a decrease from the 30.5
million expected last month and 28% below 2019 output. Decreases in the sugar beet crop are linked to
Jaundice disease and a summer drought. Also, during mid-November Brazil was facing further pressure
from a La Nina weather pattern. Experts noted that La Nina would build strength through February, which
will result in dry weather for Brazil and weaken their production next season. Once the ETN peaked in the
$46 price range it then started to drop off to close out the month of November back around $43-$44.
Brazil's total exports for November came in around 3.1 million tonnes, which was above last year's total
of 1.936 million tonnes. India also indicated that they would be exporting close to 2 million tonnes of
Sugar without any subsidy being passed. Finally, in the end of November some dealers noted that India
would be seeking to announce its export subsidies sometime in late December, with volume nearing 5
million tonnes.
Outlook: SGG has reached one of its highest price marks during the month of November. However,
trailing into the end of November price started to drop off again and now sits in the $43-$44 price range.
Important factors to look at in the coming months will be India's export subsidy, weather (La Nina) out of
Brazil, as well as production for areas such as the EU and Thailand. The EU and Thailand had a poor
season, and they will most likely seek to increase their production in the new season. Finally, I believe
that the ETN still has room to drop, if price hits below $42 this may be a good signal that SGG is set for
further price decrease.
Supporting Material: Dry weather has persisted for months in Brazil, La Nina will likely continue this.
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Wheat (WEAT) Update
Katie O’Day, Senior Analyst
kod423@vt.edu

Price Action: WEAT traded in a range and closed between $5.72 and $6.08 with the sharpest movements
in the last week of November.
News: Winter Wheat Crop Conditions drop 3% to 43% Good to Excellent (Nov. 23), China Grain Imports
to Rise Higher (Nov. 10), Russia may increase the grain export quota (Nov. 30)
Summary: Weather was the primary price factor for the global wheat market in October due to severe
drought conditions for winter wheat plantings in the United States and Russia, two key wheat producers
and exporters. Weather conditions continued to play a role in wheat prices in the month of November.
USDA Crop Progress conditions fluctuated slightly throughout the month. Conditions hit their low of
43% good to excellent in the November 23rd report, helping the ETF gain $.16 on the 23rd and 24th.
Sovecon, a leading research firm out of the Black Sea, reported that 21% of Russian winter crops are in
poor condition. This is compared to the prior 6 year average around 8%, showing that the recent drought
in Russia is affecting crops. The graph in the supplemental material shows the past 6 years of Russian
winter crops in poor condition and the winterkill percentage in the spring.
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International demand remained strong with the recent rise in global feed prices. China has the largest
forecast for wheat imports for 25 years. They have continued to sell their domestic supplies in an effort to
help feed makers with high prices. The United States has been a major exporter to China and overall sales
and inspections were very strong in the month of November. As of November 30th, export inspections
were slightly over last year's pace.
Earlier this year, Russia announced a proposal for a grain export quota of 15MMT from February 15 to
June 30 to protect domestic supplies due to drought issues. On November 30, news from the Russian
Agriculture Minister of a potential increase in the quota to 17.5MMT caused prices to decrease 2.6% on
the 30th and close the month at an 8 week low of $5.72
Outlook: In the short term, I am slightly bullish due to strong international import demand and strength in
feed grain prices. There is the largest forecast for Chinese Wheat imports for 25 years, due to high corn
prices and many producers switching from Corn to Wheat. The U.S. has been a major wheat exporter to
China and there is a potential for much more United States exports. However the bull market is limited to
the strong international competition, especially with the recent Australian bumper harvest. Also moving
into the spring, there is potential for bullish price movements as weather conditions are poor and there is a
chance for substantial winterkill.
Supplemental Material:

Source: Andre Sizov, SOVECON
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Energy Update
Max Babka, Division Head
maxbabka@vt.edu
Summary: November was a very bullish month for energy overall. Despite a tumultuous election, further
delays on a stimulus bill, and the number of daily new cases of COVID-19 in the United States doubling,
oil and gasoline still managed to surge more than 20% throughout the month. Much of the rally in oil
came from the very positive vaccine news coming from Moderna and Pfizer. Joe Biden’s victory in the
presidential election was not viewed as especially bullish or bearish by the oil markets. Oil and gasoline
futures consistently rose throughout the month. Once again however, UNG followed its own trend, and
broke below $9.00 for the first time since June. This was mainly due to the warmer than expected weather
combined with a higher-than-average storage levels going into the month. Industrial demand along with
weather will play a large role on prices in the upcoming months.
Looking forward, news about the vaccine will have the biggest impact on energy. If either vaccine is
approved for use and deployment begins, this would boost demand as the economy, especially air travel,
begins to recover. Daily new COVID-19 cases are also very important to continue watching, as starting
the month the US had 77,459 new daily cases but by the end of the month this figure had ballooned to
168,021. Stimulus developments will also have a large indirect impact on oil as well. Much higher or
lower than expected travel for the holidays may also have an impact on oil as well.
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Crude Oil (USO/BNO) Update
Gabe Plichta, Senior Analyst | Charles Spicer, Analyst
gjplichta@vt.edu

cspice5@vt.edu

Price Action: November was a more upbeat month for oil and its ETFs, BNO and USO, with positive
vaccine news, and a peaceful and uneventful election backstopping major oil concerns for most of the
month. Prices, which had stayed in a band for most of November, increased throughout the month, with
BNO reaching a nine-month high of $12.21, and USO reaching $31.35 in that same period, another record
number. At the end of the month, however, there was a decline after the record number had been reached,
which carried over into the month of December.
Summary: For starters, at the end of November, OPEC and OPEC+ met over a video conference call at
the annual ministerial meeting to discuss the future of oil in 2021, mainly, the expansion of the current
production ceiling past its January 2021 expiration. The talks were a moderate success, however, they
highlighted the growing divide between Saudi Arabia and member countries, with a rift coming this time
between the Saudis and the United Arab Emirates, with the UAE pushing for harsher punishments for
countries that violate the ceiling already in place. The growing conflict in OPEC will be of interest in the
future.
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Also moving prices this month was positive news on the vaccine front, as Moderna, Pfizer, and other
companies involved in “Operation Warp Speed” and other public and private endeavors to search for the
COVID-19 vaccine were nearing the approval stage of their vaccine, in accordance with their home
country's laws. Pfizer, the clear front-runner in the race for a vaccine, has been the first company to create
a vaccine ready for the United States’ Food and Drug Administration’s approval, with Pfizer and
company working closely with the United States to prepare for a wide distribution of their vaccine.
However, there are some challenges to this distribution, mainly, the vaccine needs to be kept in -70 degree
Celceus, a huge ask for distribution companies and hospitals alike. There was also disappointing news
from other vaccine-makers as well; AstraZeneca, which partnered with Oxford University in the United
Kingdom, announced that individuals who received a half-dose with a less-than-full amount of the
vaccine, coupled then with another half-dose with a full amount of the vaccine was more effective than
two half-doses of the full vaccine. In response, Oxford-AstraZeneca will hit the drawing board again, and
will hopefully resolve the issues and discrepancies between these two results.
Checking in on the Caucuses, there was also positive news on the ending of hostilities in the
Nagorno-Karabakh region of Armenia/Azerbaijan, which had recently been under a state of conflict after
an Azerbaijani invasion of the semi-autonomous region. Both Azerbaijani and Armenia agreed to a
cease-fire, with Russia both brokering the peace talks and being allowed to send peacekeeping troops to
the region, which broadens Russia’s “sphere of influence” in a region that is oil and gas rich. Russia is
continuing to show aggression in their expansion into regions with large oil reserves and production
capabilities, as they are beginning to work more closely with China on delivering a good amount of their
demand in the coming decades. Russia also relies on oil to prop up their currency, the Ruble, after facing
years of depreciation.
Outlook: Our outlook is bullish for both USO and BNO, as of the typing of this report, the first doses of
the Pfizer vaccine have been administered, and the success of the distribution of vaccine has been
astronomical. However, the United Kingdom will be retreating back into lockdown, as there was a
discovery of a new strain of the COVID-19 virus, and US states California and New York will be
re-upping their stringent regulations in the face of rising case numbers and hospitalizations in their states.
Yet, we see a longer-term opportunity for growth as the world enters the holiday traveling season, which
experts expected to be the busiest since the start of the pandemic.
Supporting Material:
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Gasoline (UGA) Update
Max Babka, Senior Analyst
maxbabka@vt.edu

Price Action: November was an extremely bullish month for the UGA ETF, especially compared to
October. UGA began the month at $18.20 per share, and rose more than 16.5% finishing the month at
$21.23. This rally was constant throughout the month as the ETF continued to rise and rise every week.
This rise came partly as a surprise because of the incredible rise in COVID-19 cases and the beginning of
lockdowns in many states, counties, and cities throughout the United States.
Summary: The election had very little overall impact on oil prices, which is surprising since both Biden
and Trump have different plans on energy policy in the United states. Although there was not a clear
winner until the 7th of November, oil and gasoline prices had relatively little movement both after
election night and after the results of the election were more clear.
A very surprising factor in the November rally was how prices continued to surge despite rapidly rising
new COVID-19 cases and restrictions. On November 1st, there were 77,301 new cases in the US. This
figure only continued to rise, and by the 30th of November this figure had more than doubled to 167, 638.
The US even saw a peak of 204,907 new daily cases on the 20th of November. In previous months,
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worsening COVID-19 news has been bearish for gasoline and oil due to the lower demand caused by the
economic slowdown and restrictions.
A large explanation for this trend is the very positive vaccine news that has emerged in the month of
November. Moderna and Pfizer both announced extremely positive vaccination trial data, which led to
most of the rally. This positive vaccine news was enough to outweigh the worsening COVID-19 cases
because if a vaccine is approved earlier than expected the economy and therefore oil demand will recover
much more quickly, despite short-term pain.
Crack spreads had a relatively volatile period in November, spiking up and down several times throughout
the month. Crack spreads began at around $6.60, but closed the month at $6.68, with almost no net
change. However at their peak spreads rose to nearly $8.20 and spiked back down only a few days later.
Outlook: Our outlook remains bearish as we enter winter. Prices have risen dramatically in November,
mostly off of positive vaccine news. However, cases continue to spiral out of control forcing many states,
counties, and cities to reinstate restrictions which hurt the local economy. Furthermore, vaccine
deployment may take much longer than is currently forecasted, which may bring prices down if
deployment is not quick, especially as cases continue to deteriorate. Demand is also weakest during the
winter seasonally, so this goes against the price rally we have seen so far.
Supporting Material:
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Natural Gas (UNG) Update
Chris Dutton, Senior Analyst
christopherwd@vt.edu

Price Action: Throughout November, NG futures withstood an unseasonal downward trend. The UNG
ETF followed a similar trend. The ETF began the month at $12.25 and quickly spiraled downwards with
three notable retracements. The November NG contract averaged $2.61 mmBtu, which was up from the
$2.39 mmBtu of October. UNG buoyed on the backs of colder weather several times throughout the
month. Notably, the price upwards on 11/10 and 11/23. These were both on the basis of heating demand,
which subsequently fell through. Furthermore, UNG and NG futures markets ignored the seasonal trend
of increased heating demand. Milder temperatures took the flame out of any EOY run-up. Overall, the
fund fell 13.5% for the month of November. Ending the month at $10.60.
Summary: November was an important month because it was the first time since June that the ETF broke
below $9.00, and temporarily sustained this level. Previously, the relatively tight range was being held
due to a lack of fundamental data along with the high uncertainty surrounding COVID-19. Weather runs
throughout the month were largely inconclusive. Traders were often given false hope with Operational
model runs, that would be corrected later by the Ensemble models. API Crude crushings deviated from
their correlation with associated gas production which represented another source of uncertainty.
Throughout November we witnessed a lower than expected withdrawal. We entered the month with 4 TcF
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in storage, a historically high level. The lack of withdrawals are mainly due to the warmer than expected
temperatures which subsequently depressed residential consumption. Forecasts still place the EOS storage
levels at 1.6 TcF, which is 15% below the trailing five year average. The EIA is projecting total US NG
consumption to be 83.4 Bcf/d for 2020. This is representative of a 2% decrease from 2019. Furthermore,
Residential consumption is projected to be 12.9 Bcf/d (-0.8 Bcf/d vs. 2019.), Commercial consumption to
be 8.6 Bcf/d (-1 Bcf/d vs. 2019), and Industrial consumption to be 22.5 Bcf/d (-0.5 Bcf/d vs. 2019). LNG
exports continued to spark price volatility within domestic markets. EIA estimates that US LNG exports
stand at 9.4 Bcf/d for the month of November. The late month rally in prices were largely due to a kink in
LNG supply chains that sent international and spot prices upwards. The primary drivers for LNG exports
are colder than predicted weather in Northern Asia and Europe, Foreign coal plant closures, and fuel
switching.
Outlook: Looking into Q1 2021, we are optimistic that a rise in industrial demand will revive the
consumption numbers for the end of the withdrawal period. The EIA is projecting that dry production will
average 90.9 Bcf/d in 2020, which is down 2.2 Bcf/d from 2019. Moreover, the increase in Oil prices is
expected to buoy Natural Gas production from associated drilling. Keeping an eye on storage facilities, as
shown in the figure below, will be crucial in determining where facilities will finish off EOS.
Fundamentally, weather will play a large role heading into the end of withdrawal season. LNG exports
will also add variable volatility into the markets.
Supporting material:
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Metals Update
Paul Papillo, Co-Division Head | Darsh Patel, Co-Division Head
ppapillo@vt.edu
darsh@vt.edu
Summary: There were many major macro events that took place over the month of November. The long
anticipated US Election finally took place and resulted in a clear victory for Joe Biden. This month also
saw a great deal of vaccine news and demonstrated that the vaccine is almost ready. This is excellent and
needed news as Covid cases are still climbing and both cases counts and deaths are at record highs. We
hope to see benefits quickly from this positive news.
Stimulus from Washington is still on the back burner for many lawmakers. Despite the election ending
and with a waning chance of it being overturned, stimulus is just not many members of Congress’ main
focus. Steve Mnuchin the Secretary of the treasury even ended Emergency Lending programs. It is
incredibly important for lawmakers to once again be thinking about Stimulus and other ways to help the
economy. Despite positive vaccine news the economy is still a long way off from a full recovery and
millions of Americans remain unemployed. It is important for action to be taken quickly. This is
important for the precious metals where both gold and silver dropped in value and are in need of stimulus
action to help push the price back upward. Copper, a metal that has done exceptionally over the last
month on improved manufacturing can further benefit from economic recovery and it is very important to
continue to watch for stimulus and further broad economic data across the globe.
There has been a great deal of vaccine news to happen over the last month. Pfizer and Moderna have both
released excellent numbers on their success rate and expect for their vaccines to be ready for the first
round of doses to be sent out. Having great success rates of 95%, and 94.5% we hope that the government
will be able to transport and administer the millions of doses required nationally. It is estimated that we
will need hundreds of millions of doses in order to get enough of the population vaccinated so that we can
return to normal life. It is expected that midway through next year we will be able to receive vaccines as
members of the general public. This is great news for health and the economy. With peoples comfort
levels returning and with holiday spending in full swing, there is a lot of good news and things to look
forward to in the coming months.
The US election finally took place this month and Joe Biden had a clear victory with sizable wins in both
the electoral college and popular vote. Trump is still attempting to claim that there was fraud and that he
was cheated out of the election. Court case after court case has lost and it seems unlikely that the results
will be able to be overturned. When the electoral college finally votes in mid December will we see a
final and significant decrease to uncertainty as the election is finally over. Looking at policy. Biden is
likely to implement some form of nationwide travel restriction and use other methods to help combat the
virus in a much stronger way. Additionally with his victory, we expect to see an increase in government
spending which will help to depress the dollar further over the coming year. Additionally, now that the
election is over we expect there to be a change in talking points as focus transitions into stimulus.
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Copper (CPER) Update
Pete Brunone, Senior Analyst | Dylan Ratner, Analyst | Andrew Curran, Analyst
pbrunone@vt.edu
dratner@vt.edu
andrewjc417@vt.edu

Price Action: Copper prices reached six-year highs ($21.58), which is reflective of a continuous uptrend
throughout November.
News: Biden aims to put forward a two trillion-dollar climate plan as a part of his presidency along with
European and Japanese green energy related stimulus (10/22, 10/23, 11/27). Also COVID-19 vaccine
progress support prices and increases headway toward normalcy (11/16). Lastly, in Chile, supply tightens
as a result of Candelaria mine strikes (11/21).
Summary: In the United States, a Biden presidency is beneficial towards copper prices because of his
green energy initiatives; he has put forth a plan that includes upgrading the electrical grid and rolling out
more electric-vehicle charging stations. This initiative supports the manufacturing and infrastructure
sectors, which will increase copper consumption. Also, across the world, countries are beginning to invest
in renewable energy heavily. For instance, Japan's Prime Minister pledged to compile COVID stimulus
focused on pulling the economy out of a pandemic-induced slump through green and digital innovation.
Japan's ruling party is also urging the government to lay out a big spending program to promote such
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investments. In Europe, the increase in state-backed infrastructure programs - triggered by coronavirus notably the Chinese state-backed investment stimulus to the European Union's Green Deal, will usher in a
new wave of demand.
Prices have also been supported by progress in COVID-19 vaccines after Moderna Inc said its
experimental vaccine was 94.5% effective, a week after Pfizer Inc's reported its drug was more than 90%
effective. Moderna also said the vaccine appeared to be generally safe, though some subjects developed
headaches and other mild to moderate reactions. The timing keeps the vaccine on track to become
possibly the second to go into use in the U.S. by year's end. A return to normalcy generally supports
prices given copper's usage in infrastructure and construction.
Supply-wise, The Obama administration enacted rigorous environmental regulations that slowed U.S.
mining sector growth during its time in office. Biden, who served as Obama's vice president and is
well-regarded in conservation circles, has been expected to continue in that vein. Biden also opposes
Trump's anti-China rhetoric and his attempts to streamline federal permitting. The democrat supports
bipartisan efforts to foster a domestic supply chain for lithium, copper, nickel, and other strategic
materials that the United States imports from China and other countries. In Chile, a month-long strike in
the Candelaria mines supported prices throughout November. As union workers continued to walk off the
job, the mine was largely halted, leaving one operating processing plant resulting in tightening supplies.
This event underscores the underlying tension throughout the mines, given the COVID-19 pandemic and
tightening supply in Chile. As a result, production expectations have decreased by 40,000 tons. Later in
the month the union on strike at Chile's Candelaria copper mine accepted a new offer from Canadian
miner Lundin Mining Corp following an over-month-long walk-off.
Outlook: The future is bright and very bullish for copper. Biden's climate plan hints at the passage of
manufacturing stimulus, which would further support prices and increase consumption in the United
States. Also, several other countries are following this drive towards innovation and expansion of the
electric grid. This newfound interest in the metal complements China's demand, which continues to
persist because of the country's efficient mitigation of the COVID-19. Supply-wise, this pandemic can
potentially reach Chile and Peru and spark a second wave, hindering supply. A vaccine could save
production, but distribution will take some time. Therefore, copper has much momentum going into
2021.
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Gold (IAU) Update
Nathan Mostow, Analyst
nathan00@vt.edu

Price Action: This past month has seen mostly sideways trading with small volatility deriving from the
possibilities of stimulus, movements in equity markets, as well as election predictions.
News: This past month, we have seen coronavirus cases increase across the globe forcing new lockdown
restrictions in places like New York and London. Ahead of the US, the EU passed the second round of
stimulus which led to the US Dollar’s lowest dips of the month and subsequently led to some of the
largest upward movements we saw this month. Markets associated Biden’s increasing lead in election
polls as a good signal of stimulus by year's end. There were minimal vaccine headlines before the election
with lots of unpredictability in the timeline. These headlines only minimally moved equity markets which
have a secondary impact on the spot price. Many gold-backed ETFs have increased their holdings
significantly over the past year, which has helped the price of gold but has also increased the level of
correlated movement between equities and gold prices. Due to the lack of major macro headlines for the
majority of the month, most of gold’s price action occurred as a result of equity market movements and a
fluctuating US dollar value. Poor economic data, EU stimulus, and rising coronavirus cases have led to its
dips while stimulus talks and increased certainty in a Biden presidency have allowed for some of its gains.
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Summary: Although trading generally sideways for a majority of the month, gold’s biggest drivers
stemmed from the macroeconomic outlook that continued to reinforce overall uncertainty. While the early
portion of the month lacked major headlines with spot price moving primarily due to stimulus rumors and
movements in equity markets. Gold’s biggest dips this past month were mostly due to its correlation with
equity prices, negative economic data, and increased coronavirus cases. Also, the U.S. dollar index has
moved prices significantly due to stimulus talks. Trump’s positive coronavirus test, his handling of the
pandemic, and a low-interest-rate environment have all helped support a bull case in the near term.
Outlook: We are confidently bullish long term, but largely uncertain in the short term. Our short-term
outlook is mostly due to the high uncertainty of stimulus and the increasing correlation between gold
prices and equity prices as ETFs have increased their gold exposure. Our long-term fundamentals haven’t
changed, looking primarily at Congress after the election for stimulus talks. Markets reacted positively
this past month on news that Biden’s lead in the election was increasing because of his attitude towards a
timely and effective stimulus. What keeps us bullish long term is the depreciation of the dollar, as
economic conditions worsen and more stimulus is needed, the dollar’s value will decrease. If Pfizer’s
vaccine is released earlier than expected (anything before the first half of 2021) that could potentially
cause a halt in the depreciation of the dollar but is extremely unlikely.
Supporting Material:

The above chart shows the change in gold purchasing by central banks which declined this year but is set
ramp back up next year as estimated by Citi.
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Silver (SLV) Update
Caleigh McDonough, Analyst
caleighmcdonough@vt.edu

Price Action: After Jumping in value on election night Silver steadily declined through the month of
November seen through a rising dollar and vaccine news.
News: Throughout the month of November, US manufacturing PMI rose 6% and the 10-year yield rallied
hitting a seven month high of 0.964%. However, the DXY fell 2% throughout the month and initial
jobless claims increased. Most of these movements can be explained by the election and coronavirus
outlook. Four days after the election, Biden was declared winner and markets rallied for the rest of
November. Trump refused to concede Biden and demanded swing states recount their votes. However,
after Georgia and other states confirmed a Biden victory twice, it appears very unlikely the results of the
election will change. On November 24th, the head of the General Services Administration told Biden that
the Trump administration was ready to begin the transition process. Trump himself also indicated he’d
peacefully transfer power. In early November, Europe was hit with a second wave of coronavirus
infections and was quick to reimplement lockdowns. In the US, daily infections surpassed 100,000 for the
first time in mid-November. As cases rose in almost all 50 states, some governors opted to shut down
business and enforce stricter restrictions. New York, the epicenter of the virus back in March, was
averaging 6,000 new cases a day by the end of November. However, there was also a lot of positive news
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this month on the vaccine front. On November 10th, Pfizer announced that their covid-19 vaccine was
over 90% effective in a phase three trial. A week later, Moderna announced a 94.5% effectiveness in their
phase three clinical trial. Moderna’s vaccine is much easier to transport than Pfizer’s since it can be stored
at refrigerator temperatures rather than sub-zero temperatures. Pfizer claimed shortly after Moderna’s
announcement that they are seeking emergency authorization within days. AstraZeneca also had a
successful trial, but had to redo it after questions were raised about their data collection methods. On
December 8th, a CDC advisory panel will meet to decide who gets the first doses of the vaccine. Lastly,
Mnuchin decided to not renew some emergency lending programs that expire by the end of the year.
Stimulus talks also appear to not be making much progress.
Summary: November was an incredible month with many very important events happening. This month
was the long awaited and consequential US election. This saw Joe Biden take a commanding lead in both
the popular and electoral college vote. While some uncertainty remains as Trump denies and tries to
challenge the results, every day more states confirm their votes and Joe Biden will be the president come
January. Another massive thing to happen was the announcement of the vaccine. Both Moderna and
Pfizer announced strong vaccine results and said that it should be approved and ready to go in December.
This is promising and shows that while it won't happen until part way through next year, there is an end in
sight, and the economy will continue its recovery and life will slowly begin to return to normal.
Outlook: We remain bullish on Silver for the foreseeable future due to several reasons. First, is the
stimulus talks in congress. It is expected that through December and into January with the election being
over, focus will shift to the necessary stimulus. This increase in probability will push down the US Dollar
which is beneficial to Silver price action. Additionally, Silver benefits from stronger manufacturing data
due to its industrial components. With economic outlook increasing a vaccine on the horizon, and a
depressed dollar we remain long term bullish on silver.
Supporting Material:

This Chart shows the results of the 2020 election
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